Materials
4 pieces green paper 8 1/2 x 5 1/2 inches
4 pieces green paper 2 1/2 x 4 1/4 inches
4 pieces colored paper 8 1/2 x 2 1/2 inches
Glue stick
Wooden stick for rolling
Instructions
1. Take one of the LARGE pieces of green paper. Place the skewer at an angle at one
corner. Begin rolling the paper around the skewer. Every few inches, place a line of
glue on the paper so that it makes contact as you roll. Don’t let the glue touch the
skewer or you’ll never get it out of the paper tube when you’re finished.

2. Place glue on the final corner to hold it
together and hold it for a minute to make
sure the glue sets.

3. Slide the skewer out of the tube. This tube will be your stem.

4. Take one of the SMALLER pieces of green paper. Cut thin triangles out of it along
one edge. The triangles should reach from one edge of the paper to about 1/2”
from the opposite edge.

5. Use the wooden skewer to lightly curl the
ends of the points. These will be the
leaves.

6. Take of the colored pieces of paper. Cut it into
a fringe. The cuts should be made about 1/4”
apart and reach to about 1/2” from the
opposite edge of the paper.

7. Use the wooden
skewer to tightly curl
each strip on the
fringe. These will be
the petals of your
flower.

8. Place glue on the BACK bottom of the petal
strip at one end. (The BACK is the part that
is away from the curls.) Glue the curled
fringe to one end of the stem, making sure
that the fringe is at an angle.

9. Wrap the petal fringe around the tube, gluing it in place periodically as you wrap,
spiraling it down the stem. Glue the end in place as you finish.

10.Do this same process for the strip of leaves,
placing it just below the petals and spiraling it
downward a bit. Be sure to glue each end of the
leaf strip so that it is secure on the stem.

